
Exam Study Guide 

1. Why are we studying Cyber Security and what is the Cyber Battlefield? 

2. What is a bit? A byte? 

a. You should feel comfortable converting a number from binary to decimal or 

decimal to binary 

b. You should feel comfortable looking up hex and ASCII values of a character from 

a table (the table will be provided to you on the exam) 

3. What is a file? File format? File extension? 

a. Remember that a file extension is supposed to indicate what the file type is, 

but that you should not trust it. The extension can be changed easily to 

disguise the file type 

b. Since you can’t trust the extension you can check the header information 

c. What is a .gifar file? 

4. A computer is a machine that can read, process, output, and (optionally) store data 

5. Know the basic components of a computer and be able to identify them on a diagram 

6. Understand the fetch-decode-execute process 

a. Remember that the program is loaded from disk into memory before the fetch-

decode-execute cycle begins. Thus if the file containing the program code 

changes , the currently running program is unaffected! 

7. What is an operating system (OS)? Be able to give examples of operating systems or 

recognize if I say Linux that I’m referring to an OS (replace Linux with any other common 

operating system) 

8. Services provided by the OS 

a. File operations 

b. Network connections 

c. User accounts, permissions, and logins 

(Understand what each of these things means) 

9. What 3 ways can these services be accessed? 

a. Shell 

b. GUI 

c. API 

(Understand what each of these is) 

10. Understand the Linux and Windows filesystems and how paths to files are written. Be 

able to follow or identify the path to a file given a diagram of the filesystem.  



a. Know the difference between relative path and absolute path and be able to give 

either one 

b. Remember Windows paths use ‘\’ while UNIX/Linux paths use ‘/’ 

11. Given a list of common shell and UNIX commands be able to navigate the file system 

and perform basic commands 

12. What is the difference between a program and a process? 

13. Files and processes have permissions.  

a. To access a file one of the following has to be true 1) you own it, 2) the owner 

has set the file permissions to give you access, 3) you have administrative 

privileges (ie be the superuser) 

b. Similarly, for a process to access a file either 1) the process owner and the file 

owner match, 2) the process owner has been granted permission by the file 

owner, or 3) the process owner is the superuser 

c. What does the UNIX command ‘sudo’ do? 

14. Know basic variable types of programs: number, string, Boolean, etc. 

15. How do you escape the special meaning of a character in a string? Be able to write 

expressions for strings that have quotation marks, apostrophes, or both. 

16. Feel comfortable looking at the code for a simple javascript program, figuring out 

what it does, and making simple modifications 

17. Know how to use the basic functionalities of Chrome’s debugger tools  

18. Understand that it is extremely hard to predict all possible bad inputs and be able to 

handle them well. Understand how certain unexpected inputs cause security 

vulnerabilities. 

19. Understand loops as well as the alert and  prompt functions 

20. Understand the three components of a URL (and that not all 3 will be present in every 

URL) 

a. Protocol 

b. Server 

c. Path 

21. Know the two protocols that we’ve discussed in class: file and http and under what 

scenario we would use each of those protocols 

22. What is the World Wide Web? 

23. Know what steps your browser takes in retrieving and rendering a page 

24. Know the basic components of HTML 

a. Given a simple HTML page (that may contain javascript) describe what the page 

looks like / does 

b. Understand elements, attributes, tags, innerHTML. 

c. Understand document.getElementById and how to use it. 



d. Know what forms are and basically how they work. 

25. What is the Document Object Model (DOM)? 

a. It is a hierarchical representation of the elements in a page 

b. Every (begin tag, end tag) pair corresponds to an object in the tree 

c. Everything from a start tag to an end tag is a unique object in the DOM tree 

d. If element A occurs inside of element B, then element A is a child of element B in 

the DOM tree 

 

                                       <html> 

           /                 \ 

                          <head>             <body> 

                                                    /         \ 

                                               <img>    <b> 

 

26. Understand the concept of redirection, how it works, and rickrolling 

27. Understand the concept of the electronic paper trail and that everything that you do 

online is stored in web logs 

28. What is the difference between a static and dynamic page? How do we make a page 

dynamic? 

29. What is the difference between client-side scripting and server-side scripting?  

a. What steps are taken in each case? 

b. How does the URL change in the server-side case? 

30. Remember when deciding whether a script should be run server side or client side 3 

things must be considered: 

a. Who should incur the security risk – client or server? 

b. Who should incur the computational cost? 

c. How much extra latency would there be from additional network messages if 

the script is run on the server? 

31. Some email clients allow you to send/receive email with html in it. What is the security 

risk? If an email client doesn’t allow html embedded in email, I could still cause damage 

by sending a link to a site that looks harmless but does nefarious things and enticing the 

user to click on it. 


